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BigSpeed Secure Socket Library is a COM
component that dramatically simplifies and
accelerates the development of proprietary

communication solutions over the Internet. It
implements a flexible message-oriented protocol
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on top of a single TCP connection. The transfered
data are scrambled using on-the-fly 128-bit AES

encryption with random session keys, without
need of SSL certificates. The security is provided

in two different modes: symmetric encryption
with shared secret key and asymmetric encryption
with 1024-bit public/private keys. Transport level

authentication is available with optional digital
fingerprints or secret keys. Building your own
virtual private application network will require
little effort and you can set the same crypto key
on several sites. Here are some key features of
"BigSpeed Secure Socket Library": ￭ Flexible
message-oriented protocol over a single TCP

connection ￭ On-the-fly 128-bit AES encryption
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￭ Eeasy creation of dynamic virtual private
communities ￭ Transparent data compression ￭
Suitable both for client and server applications ￭

Centralized management of all connections ￭
Buffer congestion and flow control mechanism ￭
Automatic DNS name resolution ￭ SOCKS proxy
support ￭ Elegant event-driven paradigm for easy

integration into Windows applications ￭
Responsive user interface while maintaining

maximum bandwidth ￭ Simple and well-
organized set of properties, methods and events ￭

Multi-threaded, fully self-contained ActiveX
control Limitations: ￭ Supports up to six

concurrent connections NOTE: Freeware for non-
commercial uses ONLY.Q: The field has been
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changed by an automated process. Please fix the
following errors before you can save this record,

or it may be deleted I have an error with my
database. It is created by a Crm, and when I try to
create a new one from CRM, it says 'The field has
been changed by an automated process. Please fix

the following errors before you can save this
record, or it may be deleted.' Then I have to click

'edit', and it says, 'Database'has an error.' How
can I fix the errors in the database to get rid of
the error message? I have tried to re-install the
CRM, but it didn't work. Any suggestions? A:

The message usually means that a field has been
set as a mandatory field
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BigSpeed Secure Socket Library Cracked Version
is a COM component that dramatically simplifies
and accelerates the development of proprietary
communication solutions over the Internet. It

implements a flexible message-oriented protocol
on top of a single TCP connection. The transfered
data are scrambled using on-the-fly 128-bit AES

encryption with random session keys, without
need of SSL certificates. The security is provided

in two different modes: symmetric encryption
with shared secret key and asymmetric encryption
with 1024-bit public/private keys. Transport level

authentication is available with optional digital
fingerprints or secret keys. Building your own
virtual private application network will require
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little effort and you can set the same crypto key
on several sites. Here are some key features of

"BigSpeed Secure Socket Library Full Crack": ￭
Flexible message-oriented protocol over a single

TCP connection ￭ On-the-fly 128-bit AES
encryption ￭ Eeasy creation of dynamic virtual

private communities ￭ Transparent data
compression ￭ Suitable both for client and server

applications ￭ Centralized management of all
connections ￭ Buffer congestion and flow control
mechanism ￭ Automatic DNS name resolution ￭

SOCKS proxy support ￭ Elegant event-driven
paradigm for easy integration into Windows

applications ￭ Responsive user interface while
maintaining maximum bandwidth ￭ Simple and
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well-organized set of properties, methods and
events ￭ Multi-threaded, fully self-contained

ActiveX control BigSpeed Secure Socket Library
is a COM component that dramatically simplifies
and accelerates the development of proprietary
communication solutions over the Internet. It

implements a flexible message-oriented protocol
on top of a single TCP connection. The transfered
data are scrambled using on-the-fly 128-bit AES

encryption with random session keys, without
need of SSL certificates. The security is provided

in two different modes: symmetric encryption
with shared secret key and asymmetric encryption
with 1024-bit public/private keys. Transport level

authentication is available with optional digital
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fingerprints or secret keys. Building your own
virtual private application network will require
little effort and you can set the same crypto key
on several sites. Here are some key features of
"BigSpeed Secure Socket Library": ￭ Flexible
message-oriented protocol over a single TCP

connection ￭ On-the-fly 128-bit AES encryption
￭ Eeasy creation of dynamic virtual private

communities ￭ Transparent 09e8f5149f
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BigSpeed Secure Socket Library is a COM
component that dramatically simplifies and
accelerates the development of proprietary
communication solutions over the Internet. It
implements a flexible message-oriented protocol
on top of a single TCP connection. The transfered
data are scrambled using on-the-fly 128-bit AES
encryption with random session keys, without
need of SSL certificates. The security is provided
in two different modes: symmetric encryption
with shared secret key and asymmetric encryption
with 1024-bit public/private keys. Transport level
authentication is available with optional digital
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fingerprints or secret keys. Building your own
virtual private application network will require
little effort and you can set the same crypto key
on several sites. Here are some key features of
"BigSpeed Secure Socket Library": ￭ Flexible
message-oriented protocol over a single TCP
connection ￭ On-the-fly 128-bit AES encryption
￭ Eeasy creation of dynamic virtual private
communities ￭ Transparent data compression ￭
Suitable both for client and server applications ￭
Centralized management of all connections ￭
Buffer congestion and flow control mechanism ￭
Automatic DNS name resolution ￭ SOCKS proxy
support ￭ Elegant event-driven paradigm for easy
integration into Windows applications ￭
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Responsive user interface while maintaining
maximum bandwidth ￭ Simple and well-
organized set of properties, methods and events ￭
Multi-threaded, fully self-contained ActiveX
control Limitations: ￭ Supports up to six
concurrent connections NOTE: Freeware for non-
commercial uses ONLY. Try using this
application! BigSpeed Secure Socket Library is a
COM component that dramatically simplifies and
accelerates the development of proprietary
communication solutions over the Internet. It
implements a flexible message-oriented protocol
on top of a single TCP connection. The transfered
data are scrambled using on-the-fly 128-bit AES
encryption with random session keys, without
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need of SSL certificates. The security is provided
in two different modes: symmetric encryption
with shared secret key and asymmetric encryption
with 1024-bit public/private keys. Transport level
authentication is available with optional digital
fingerprints or secret keys. Building your own
virtual private application network will require
little effort and you can set the same crypto key
on several sites. Here are some key features of
"BigSpeed Secure Socket Library": ￭ Flexible
message-oriented protocol over a single TCP
connection ￭ On-the-fly 128

What's New in the?

bigspeed-ssl.com is a Web Site written in PHP.
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Most of the information, public domain files and
trademarks are kindly deposited under the GNU
General Public License (GPL) and can be used
and distributed freely by anyone, including
developers, any free software applications. Since
our main intention is not making money,
developing this website is free of charge. We only
ask developers to send us a short report, on how
well our software is meeting their needs. All our
software is distributed in the form of free open
source source software, in the form of compiled
archive (.7z,.tar.gz,.zip) or a binary executable
(tar,.zip,.7z,.rar) depending on your platform. We
try hard to make our products better, to make it
easier for developers and users to contribute to
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our development by giving some rewards. The
history of our project can be described as follows:
• In 2004 we released the first version of the
library sending welcome to all the other forks,
after a discussion and the approval of open source
developers. • In 2006 we realized that it was
impossible to finish this project by ourselves, so
we decided to publish our code and see who will
use it, who will be interested. The results have
been excellent! • Now we start our new project:
BigSpeed Secure Socket Library (BSSL). • Our
new project will be based on the developed in
2006, but will be going beyond. It will be
designed to be faster, more easy to use and it will
be more powerful, but also easier to develop in
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the future. We realize that we must do a new
phasing, because the first version of BSSL was a
fork (without giving any credit to Vincent de
Saint Julien-Winestein, the original author of the
project). We cannot continue to do this. So, we
encourage everyone to join us for the new
development, and know that our new project is
already under development. You can read and use
it here: You can also read our web site
specifications here: You can read the history here:
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System Requirements:

Low: Runs on Windows Vista Runs on Windows
7 (32 and 64 bit) Runs on Windows 8 and
Windows 8.1 Runs on Windows 10 (32 bit) Runs
on Windows 10 (64 bit) Medium: Runs on
Windows XP Runs on Windows 8 (32 and 64 bit)
Runs on Windows 10 (64 bit)
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